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The 2Q19 IPO Market’s Legal League Table 

In the 2Q19, 62 IPOs raised $25 billion, the most active quarter by deal count in four years and the most 

capital raised in five years. Tech and biotechs dominated issuance, accounting for over 70% of deals, while 

more than half of quarterly proceeds came from five billion-dollar IPOs, including Uber, Pinterest, and 

Chewy. Slack sidestepped an IPO with a direct listing that valued it at more than $20 billion. Blank check 

companies continued at a strong pace, with 13 SPACs raising $3.1 billion. With every offering requiring at 

least two legal firms, one for issuers and one for underwriters (and some hiring as many as five), there were 

195 legal engagements with 68 law firms.  

Based in Palo Alto, Cooley took the top spot serving on 18 IPOs that raised $11.1 billion, including a number 

of biotechs and tech unicorns, most notably company counsel for Uber. Latham & Watkins was #2 with 18 

listings that raised $3.7 billion, including Slack and a diverse group of others. New York’s Davis Polk was #3 

by deal count, appearing on 15 IPOs, though its offerings raised the most proceeds thanks to work on Uber 

and two other billion-dollar deals. Boston-based Goodwin Procter came in at #4, serving as company counsel 

for Slack, as well as the quarter’s largest biotech IPO. Simpson Thacher rose to #5 thanks to its work with 

foreign issuers and three large US LBOs. 
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#1                    

Cooley was the IPO market’s most active law firm in the 2Q19, serving on 18 IPOs raising $11.1 billion. 

Headquartered in Silicon Valley, Cooley appeared on 12 healthcare IPOs, half of the sector’s total, and six 

technology deals. Its five largest deals were all tech unicorns. The firm filled roles as representative for both 

issuers (12) and underwriters (6). 

Cooley served as issuer counsel for Uber, the quarter’s largest IPO; in addition to fees, it disclosed that its 

attorneys had stock worth as much as $25 million in the company. A number of Cooley’s clients outperformed, 

including two that finished the quarter with a gain of 100% or more: Zoom Video and Turning Point 

Therapeutics. Cooley’s tech activity is set to continue in the 3Q19, serving as underwriter counsel for 

upcoming enterprise software provider Medallia. 

 
 

2018 Rank: #2 (43 IPOs, $5.0B) 

Headquarters: Palo Alto, CA 

Website: www.cooley.com 

Worked alongside law firms: Davis Polk (8), Goodwin Procter (4) 

Underwriter rep for IPOs led by: Goldman (3), J.P. Morgan (1), Morgan Stanley (1), Jefferies (1)  

Top Industries: Healthcare (12), Technology (6) 

Top Geographies: California (11), Massachusetts (2), New York (2) 

 

 
  

18 IPOs 
$11.1B 
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To read the entire 2Q19 IPO Market Law 

Firm Leaderboard, sign up for a free trial of 
IPO Pro, the IPO data platform designed to 

help you stay ahead of the IPO market. 
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